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Enok Mortensen and the History of
Danish Immigration to America
by ERIC HELMER PEDERSEN
INTRODUCTION
Enok Mortensen is probably best known in Denmark
through his activity as a guest lecturer at Askov Folk High
School in the 1960s and 1970s. Within the confines of a small
group of Danes with friends and family in America he also
had a name as a writer of fiction. It is true that his first work
Mit Folk (1932), a collection of short stories, was published
in Askov, Minnesota, but his next, the novel Saledes blev
jeg hjeml0s (1934) was published in Holb<Ek, Denmark.
Only a very few copies of his first and most important
historical work, Danish-American Life and Letters: A Bibliography (Des Moines, U.S.A. 1945) reached Denmark.
Humble though its ninety-one pages bound in gray-brown
paper might appear, had this pioneering work been better
known in Denmark, research into Danish-American history
would have been off to a much earlier start.
Paging through this book today it strikes one that only a
small portion of its almost 2,000 titles are published in
Denmark, and that most of these are travel descriptions,
including the classics Fra Amerika (1872) by V.C.S. Tops0e
and Henrik Cavling' s two volume work by the same name in
1897. Readers on the lookout for historical works about
Danish emigration to America must be content with older
classics such as John H. Bille' s A History of the Danes in
America (1896), and P. S. Vig's invaluable collection of
material Danske i Amerika (Vols. I-II, 1907-24), or use
works with a biographical slant such as Arne Hall Jensen 's
Den dansk-amerikanske
Historie (1937) or Sophus
Hartwick' s far superior two volume work Danske i
California (1939).
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The situation had not changed substantially when Enok
Mortensen published his major work, The Danish Lutheran
Church in America (1967). It is telling, by the way, that the
book appeared in part as a normal publication of the Danish
Lutheran Church of America, and in part in the series
"Kirkehistoriske
Studier"
(Series II, Number
25).
Undoubtedly Enok Mortensen's connections to the circle
around Hal Koch (1904-63)-a professor of church history
strongly influenced by Grundtvig-led
to this arrangement.
Hal Koch published a famous book, Grundtvig, in 1943,
which later appeared in an English translation by Llewellyn
Jones (Yellow Springs, Ohio, 1952). Besides Hal Koch's
book and aforementioned standard literature, Enok Mortensen actually names only one Danish book, Hennig H0irup' s
monograph from 1955, Frederik Lange Grundtvig, who was
the son of N. F. S. Grundtvig and the true leader of the
Danish church in America from 1883 to 1900. The chapter
concerning F. L. Grundtvig' s church actions and social
commitment in America is written by pastor M. F. Blichfeld,
who had been a minister in the Grundtvig church for some
years.
For this reason Enok Mortensen could not seek a Danish
model when he undertook the in no way negligible task of
writing the official history of his church. On the other hand,
Norwegian-American
and
Swedish-American
models
existed. The Norwegian-American church has been treated
by, among others, E. Cliffort Nelson and Eugene L. Fevold's
The Lutheran Church Among Norwegian-Americans (Vols.
I-II, 1960), and the Swedish-American church by George M.
Stephenson's, The Religious Aspects of Swedish Immigration
(1932). This circumstance reflects the fact that our neighbors
are far ahead of Denmark in the field of emigrant history.
The Swedes in America have founded many historical
societies, among them the Augustana Historical Society in
Rock Island, Illinois, the Swedish American Historical
Society and the American-Swedish Historical Foundation.
Each of these possesses a long list of yearbooks, monographs
and popular works. In 1925, the Norwegians founded their
own society, the Norwegian-American Historical Associa-72-

tion, which published no less than 66 books (of which about
30 are in the series Norwegian-American Studies) between
1925 and 1982. Norwegian-American efforts in charting the
past were promoted and fostered by the fact that research
was directed by professional historians, most prominently
Theodore C. Blegen, from the very beginning. In his book
about the historical activity of immigrant groups, Immigrant
Historical Societies in the United States, 1880-1950, John T.
Appel states that when first and second generation
immigrant leaders took the initiative to establish such
organizations, they were by and large more concerned with
securing inherited values and beliefs than with underwriting
and supporting purely historical research. In a word, their
attitude was one of filial piety, with the Norwegians as the
only exception to the rule. In contrast to this stands the third
generation's "law of return," as it was first expressed in 1938
by the famous historian of Danish origins, Marcus Lee
Hansen, in a lecture at Augustana College, which was later
published as The Problem of the Third-Generation Immigrant in the society's Publications (Vol. 8, No. 1, 1938).
Historical studies of emigration to America in Denmark
As demonstrated in my book Dr0mmen om Amerika
(1985), Danish research in the area of emigration to America
began in March, 1873, when the economist V. Falbe-Hansen
held a lecture on the topic at the National Economic Society
(National0konomisk
Forening), which was published the
same year in the National0konomisk Tidsskrift Vol. 1. In the
space of a few years the number of immigrants had climbed
from a few hundred to four to five thousand a year. High
wages and cheap land in America were an irresistible lure
that was made all the more attractive by "evils closely
connected to the present form of society ... ". Denmark was
being drained not only of people in their best, laborintensive years, but also of the capital that had been invested
in the raising and education of this human resource. However, since machines could replace human labor, emigration
solved a pressing subsistence problem in Danish society. If
the excellent plan to send criminals and the poor to America
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were set in motion, however, then care should be taken that
they not fall into the hands of sharp agents and "runners!"
Ten years later Professor William Scharling, a colleague
of Falbe-Hansen, held a similar lecture, at the same organization, on immigration to and from Denmark between 1820
and 1882. His talk was also published in the National0konomisk Tidsskrift (new series, Vol. 6, 1883). Scharling
argued that the beginning of emigration during the 1850s
correspond to Mormon emigration, which began in 1852.
In his opinion, the sharp rise emigration towards the end
of the 1860s was due to the increasing growth rate of the
United States' economy after the civil war. Like FalbeHansen, he saw no cause for alarm.
Now we jump ahead twenty years in time, to a lecture
entitled "Emigration," held at the National Economic Society
by the population statistician Adolph Jensen and published
in National0konomisk Tidsskrift (3rd Series, Vol. 12, 1904).
Jensen examined the fact that emigration peaked approximately every ten years (1871, 1882, 1891, and 1902), and
that in 1882 no fewer than 12,000 individuals emigrated.
Though the total number of emigrants was small when
compared with Sweden and Norway, Jensen was worried.
Denmark was suffering a loss of population, as too many
men in their best years were leaving the country, and the loss
was compounded by the fact that those who departed were
more ambitious and industrious than those who remained
behind. Unlike most of his contemporaries, he was also of
the opinion that emigration did nothing to combat the problem of unemployment. Many years later Adolph Jensen
returned to the problem of emigration in two contributions
to the essay collection International Migrations (Vols. I-II,
1929-31), where he discussed Danish emigration up to the
First World War.
More than forty years were to pass before a Danish researcher again took up the subject of Danish emigration
overseas. Inspired by modern Swedish research in the field of
emigrant studies, parliament librarian Kr. Hvidt wrote a
doctoral dissertation entitled Flugten til Amerika eller Drivkrrefterne i masseudvandringen fra Danmark 1868-1914
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(1971; a shortened English version was published in 1975 as
Flight to America: The Social Background of 300,000 Danish
Emigrants). Dr. Hvidt' s work is so well known that I do not
need to tire my readers with a detailed summary. I present
here only a few, important facts from the study: 87,000 or 56
percent of the 165,000 emigrants registered between 1868
and 1899 came from the countryside. Nevertheless, when
compared to the total population, the Danish cities had the
largest percentage of emigrants, namely 324 emigrants per
100,000 inhabitants as opposed to 186 emigrants per 100,000
inhabitants in country districts. Of every 1,000 emigrants
614 were men, and young people between the ages of 15 and
30 make up more than half of the total. Country laborers are
most highly represented, making up 62 percent of the total
emigration, while city laborers in the widest sense make up
32 percent. From first to last, Danish emigrants in the nineteenth century came from the lower classes, whether from
the country or from the city.
A few years passed before other scholars took up the
discussion of Dr. Hvidt's conclusions in the form of minor
corrections and additions. In 1976 Ane Dorthe Holt
published the article "Udvandringen til Amerika fra Humble
sogn" in Hans Chr. Johansen, Ed. Studier i dansk
befolkningshistorie 1750-1890. Out of a population of 260
men in the parish of Humble in southern Langeland, 80
emigrated, 88 remained in the parish, and 88 could not be
traced. The emigrants came from poorer backgrounds than
those who remained, and more than one-third of the
emigrants who had been registered as such locally could not
be traced in the police registers which Kr. Hvidt had used for
his computer-aided study. This would indicate that the total
number of Danish emigrants is somewhat greater than
previously assumed.
I was so inspired by Dr. Hvidt's pioneering work that I
chose the subject for closer inspection in the article
"Udvandring fra de danske landdistrikter" (1066. Tidsskrift
for Historisk Forskning. Series 4, No. 4-5, ]975). Dr. Hvidt
is of the opinion that the early and relatively large
emigration from the islands Lolland-Falster was due to social
-75-

pressure resulting from the low wages of the local country
laborers and the failure to parcel out land into small
holdings. Without rejecting such agricultural push-factors as
a set of important variables, I believe that the conditions for
country laborers on Lolland-Falster were no worse than in
other districts with far less emigration. In my opinion the
local tradition of emigration set a precedent which was the
most important force.
A third contribution to the debate about agricultural
emigration
comes from Niels Peter Stilling' s study
"Udvandringen fra Frederiksborg amt 1869-1899" (Erhvervshistoriske Aarbog 1978). He demonstrates that emigration
varied from eight to nine percent of the population in certain
parishes on the fringes of the district to one percent or less in
the middle and northeastern sections. Stilling concludes that
an underdeveloped
economic structure, together with a
living tradition of immigration, can set emigration in
motion.
The question of the early and relatively large number of
Mormon emigrants from Denmark was mentioned previously. It is a significant part of the picture of agricultural
emigration that most of the emigrants in this category
belonged to the lower class in the countryside. Fortunately
this group has its own historian, J0rgen W. Schmidt, former
director of the Information Service of the Church of the
Latter Day Saints in Denmark. In 1965 he published the
book Oh, du Zion i Vest, in which a large selection of
contemporary texts documents the Mormon immigrants'
own understanding of themselves and their situation. J0rgen
W. Schmidt has also published En dansk mormonbibliografi
1837-1984 (1984). In Rejsen til Amerikas Zion, Den danske
mormonudvandring f0r arhundredeskiftet (1985) J0rgen
Wurtz S0rensen has also studied closely this important
chapter of religiously motivated emigration from Denmark.
Much of the research that has taken place at Danish
universities during the last decade has actually been in the
form of seminar papers and theses. Every student of history
in Denmark must pass several written examinations, and the
master's thesis must be based on primary research carried
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out in historical source material. Unfortunately
though,
much of the completed work was hidden away in university
archives after graduation, a practice not followed in recent
years. A number of theses are now published either in full
length, or in shortened versions. Niels Peter Stilling' s study is
an example of the latter.
Thomas Thomsen's Farvel til Danmark, De danske
skillingsvisers syn pa Amerika og pa udvandringen dertil
1830-1914 (1980) is an example, however, of a thesis
published almost unchanged as a separate work. The author
argues that the 156 songs about America studied in this work
has a significant influence on the population's view of
America and emigration. In his opinion the songs played an
important role in forming the common man's beliefs about
the phenomenon "America," even though the rather negative
attitude of the songs tended to discourage people from
departing. Thomas Thomsen believes that the emigrants'
letters drew a relatively positive picture of America. Here I
do not entirely share his opinion. In the collection Brev fra
Amerika (Eds. Marianne Hjordt Hansen and others) the
good times are few and far between in God's own country,
although we must take into account that the emigrants were
often angling for sympathy or even financial support. Their
existence, however, was shaped by hard work for their daily
bread. In her article "Art? Among Danes In America?" (The
Bridge Volume 4, Number 2, 1981) Aase Bak showed that in
the midst of their toil the emigrants hardly had time and
energy left for painting and other forms of abstract
expression.
A third possibility would be for a university teacher to
have the most important results of his or her students'
research papers published in a larger work on the subject.
My book on Danish emigration,
Dr0mmen om Amerika
(1985), is an example of this. In it no difference is made
between the authors of theses and other researchers, except
that the complete master's theses remain unpublished.
Dr0mmen om Amerika was commissioned
by the
publishing house Politiken as a part of their series
"Danmarkshistorien
udenfor Danmark" (Denmark's history
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outside of Denmark). Since the book is intended for an
audience beyond the circle of professional historians, I did
my best to use easily understandable language, and to make
the subject matter more accessible by combining factual
accounts with tales from the daily lives of emigrants. As
stated in the foreword, the book takes stock, in a sense, of
our progress in the field of emigrant studies. By demonstrating the extent of research in other countries, not the least
of which is the United States, I hope to have isolated some of
the goals our studies should strive to reach in the next years.
In particular we need studies of how assimilation took place
in the United States. The common opinion today is that
Danes were quicker than other emigrants to become
Americans with a capital "A." We must venture out onto the
prairie and into the towns to study how the Danes went
about their daily lives, where they found work, what they
earned, and even how their habits and the patterns of their
family lives changed and developed after arriving in
America.
Not only were the Danes quickly absorbed in their new
existence, they also showed less concern for their historical
heritage than the Nowegians and the Swedes. There are
many
Swedish-American
and
Norwegian-American
historical societies, but Danish-Americans did not acquire a
similar organization until 1977, when the Danish American
Heritage Society was founded. Its journal, The Bridge, has
published a long list of articles and essays about Danish
American history. I contributed a short article, "Danish
Farmers in the Middle West" (The Bridge, Volume 5,
Number 1, 1982). Seen from a Danish point of view, it is
most encouraging that Danish Americans, now in the fourth
and fifth generations, have taken up the question of their
past as an important cause. By doing so they add another
detail to the picture that P. S. Vig began to paint in the first
years of this century and that Enok Mortensen, more than
anyone else in our times, worked to secure. We at the University of Copenhagen have also made a modest attempt to
promote this research by, for example, holding an international conference at Gammel Holtegard near Copenhagen
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in 1983. Since the conference's co-sponsor was Allan B. Bogue
of the University of Wisconsin at Madison, it seemed natural
to choose Madison as the site of the next conference, which
already took place in the following year with the topic
"Scandinavian Emigration to the Middle West." Encouraged
by the excellent outcome of these meetings, we are now planning a third conference in Copenhagen in 1989, "The Marcus
Lee Hansen Conference in Copenhagen, 1989." We have
chosen this title because the American historian of Danish
origins, Marcus Lee Hansen, is one of the first and most
important names in the historical study of emigration to
America. On this occasion we hope to assemble most of the
researchers in the United States and Denmark working in the
field of Danish American history and related subjects. It is
important for those of us working with Danish problems to
remember that comparison with other immigrant groups in
the United States, as opposed to an isolated study, often
allows specifically Danish characteristics to stand out more
clearly.
Our list of desiderata for future research also includes the
cultural history of Danish Americans, the stories of how
they sought to adapt to a new society while still preserving as
much as possible of the cultural inheritance they brought
with them. The Danish-Americans who made effort to
preserve these values were undoubtedly influenced by
Grundtvig, and Enok Mortensen held a foremost place in the
task of researching this essential contribution to Danish
American society. I have no difficulty imagining that sometime during the 1990s we will be holding an Enok Mortensen
conference, either in Denmark or in the United States. At
that time the history of the Danish church and Danish
popular culture will certainly be high on the list of essentials.

Translated by Anne Marie Rasmussen
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